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SYNOPSIS
«I am not a writer, I have written books.

I am not a painter, I have painted pictures.
I am not a director, I have directed films»
Lorenza Mazzetti
The “genius” of Lorenza Mazzetti is all in her profound gaze, and the mysterious and fablelike atmosphere in which she lives and recounts her own personal extraordinary tale, and
the works which flow from this. Adopted as a child by the Einstein family, which was then
massacred by the SS in front of her eyes, in the first years of the 50’s she went to London
to forget this tragedy. She found herself impoverished and alone, but she didn’t lose heart,
and was able to join to the famous Slade School of Fine Art, requesting to be admitted:
“Because I’m a genius!” – not knowing what else she could say… She stole a camera,
invented herself as a director, and shot “K”, a film about the person she felt most close to,
Kafka. With Lindsay Anderson, Karel Reisz and Tony Richardson, she revolutionized English
cinema, founding the Free Cinema movement, which militated for a cinema which was
“Free” and anti-establishment, attentive to the great social changes of the post-war
period, and capable of founding neo-realism, poetry and that desire for rebellion which
then led to the Beatles, to Swinging London, and the Revolutionary times and changes of
the 60’s.
Meanwhile Lorenza continued to work as a waitress, while also making films, and in 1956
won a prize at Cannes with her second film, “Together”, the tale of two deaf and dumb
workers, amid the rubble of a London still scarred by the signs of the German
bombardment. In Cannes, Zavattini fell in love with the film and proposed his collaboration
with her. And so, Lorenza decided to return to Italy, but upon seeing again her twin sister
Paola, and the places of her childhood, she recalled the tragedy that she had sought to
remove from her mind, and returned to facing it all over again through art. Thus she wrote
“Il cielo cade,” (The Sky is Falling), the amusing and tragic diary of a young girl who
recounts with ferocious delicacy, fascism, the war, and what happened to her family.
“Because I’m a Genius! Lorenza Mazzetti” focuses on these incredible years, where
Lorenza discovers and begins to explore her “genius”, which will then find other and new
forms of expression, not only in film and books, but also in collaboration with the
magazine “Vie Nuove”, in which she analyzed the dreams of Italians, and with the
marionettes of her Puppet Theatre and through painting.
In the film, it is Lorenza herself who tells her tale, while she accompanies us in the places
of her past, and of her life today, with her twin-sister Paola, and her world made up of
meetings and memories, always wearing the aura of her childhood freedom. With the
participation of friends Bernardo Bertolucci, Malcolm McDowell, and David Grieco, the
images of her films, from those of the Free Cinema, and the animations of her paintings, in
“Because I’m a Genius! Lorenzo Mazzetti” tells of a life which is a unique personal work of
art.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTES
«I ask myself if I can love my baby sister more than the Duce. I however love Baby like

Jesus. Just like Jesus, and I love Jesus a bit more than God, and God like Mussolini, and Italy
and the Fatherland less than God,
but more than my yellow teddy-bear.»
Opening works from “The Sky is Falling”
When you get to know Lorenza, you meet the woman who brought neo-realism to British
cinema, and changed it forever. When you get to know Lorenza, you meet a woman who
made films by stealing the film cameras, and wrote novels without revealing that they
were her autobiographies. When you get to know Lorenza, you meet a woman who
survived a crushing tragedy thanks to her art. When you get to know Lorenza Mazzetti, you
get the urge to tell the world about her.
Her life is the story of the 20th century, but it is also the vision of an eternal little girl into
the 1900’s. Of the short century, everything and its opposite has been written, but Lorenza
writes tells it in a way that is totally hers: the stories are beautiful, and she too, is beautiful.
Thus we have created a film, placing her in the foreground: she is the leading role, the
actors come by the name of Bernardo Bertolucci, David Grieco and Malcolm McDowell,
and we directors have placed ourselves at the service of the film’s purpose and objective.
As John Ford said: “Between history and legend, write legend”. We have found themselves
before a person in whom history and legend coincide. And we have told the story in this
way. With respect to John Ford, a sizeable advantage.

Steve Della Casa and Francesco Frisari
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CONVERSATIONS WITH THE DIRECTORS
Why did you chose to tell the story of Lorenza Mazzetti?
Steve Della Casa: «We met Lorenza two years ago at Hollywood Party, the Radio 3
program, when she came to present her latest book “London Diary”. I already knew her,
knew her beautiful films, her fundamental participation in Free Cinema, but I still hadn’t
got to know her amazing personal story, and all the things she had done throughout the
years, beyond cinema. I was deeply struck by how she recounted her London adventures,
and not only that, I was amazed at how these were intertwined with all the history of the
20th century, including that of cinema. And there , together with Francesco came about the
idea of this film, which then into being through the collaboration with Tangram Film and
Carolina Levi».
Francesco Frisari: «I met Lorenza for the first time also at Hollywood Party, but unlike
Steve, I didn’t know her or her works. However, I was absolutely inspired by that meeting. I
was captured by the spontaneous way in which she takes you into her almost fairy-tale
world, where everything has been, and is possible, and the lightness of her considerations
and perceptions in respect to the tragedies of her life. I have recovered all her works, and I
have got to know her always better, constructing a relationship and a friendship with her,
to understand how to best tell of her, and her story, and of course for my own great
pleasure».
And how did the film project develop?
Francesco Frisari: «We followed Lorenza in presentations, public meetings, and we have
met her a lot also in private, in her life with her twin sister Paola, made up of little
squabbles and great affection, and with so many of her friends, and always more surprising
encounters. We got to know each other increasingly better, and thus we understood that
it was interesting to recount not only her story, but also the story of the Lorenza of today,
between Rome, and the places in Tuscany, of the Einstein Family. Lorenza always carries
her stories with her, her inventions, and her poetry too, and above all in her every-day life,
revealed in a gesture, observation, or a glance».
Steve Della Casa: «Before shooting, we listened as she told and re-told her many stories.
And every time, what stood out was her marvelous capacity bring to life, into the present,
that story, allowing for ever new reflections to arise in us. We thus understood that it was
her voice that was the be the narrating voice of the film. And so we involved three
witnesses, three of Lorenza’s friends, who accepted thus to enhance this story with their
added dimensions:
Bernardo Bertolucci, who has known Lorenza for over fifty years, restores to us the
wonder of a woman who has continually presented herself with a new art, and a new
creation, whether from cinema, to literature, to painting. Malcolm McDowell, tells us what
Free Cinema was for the British Film Scene in the 50’s, and for himself as a young actor,
and David Grieco, who is a sort of son for Lorenza, has told us about their years together,
and of his incredible surprise when he got to know of her tragic past».
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It is a film which, beyond your footage, also makes use of archive images and
animations. How have you used these diverse materials?
Steve Della Casa: «Lorenza is in herself a multi-media artist, and not by chance, she began
with cinema, which in the 1900’s was the art of arts, including everything in a Universal
Language. And so we have tried to incorporate all the various voicings of her languages.
First of all, we used Lorenza’s films, due also to the pleasure of showing both “K” and
“Together”, which unfortunately have been seen by few, and which we hope will now
receive increasing attention. Thanks then to the collaboration with the British Film
Institute, we were able to include in the story, images from other films of Free Cinema, to
illustrate the force of that movement, not only militant, as some critics sustain, but also
illuminating the will to live, and to enjoy themselves, of the working class, capable of
expressing the desire for a new freedom.”».
Francesco Frisari: «And then, all Lorenza’s creation speaks of her, directly, like her books,
and then more indirectly in her films, which in fact, we have sought to associate more
explicitly with what happened to her. Immersing ourselves in her many books, and her
films, her paintings were an further discovery which we saw only a short time after getting
to know her. Lorenza has always painted with the dreaming gaze of childhood, the story of
the whole Einstein family, just like the protagonists of Free Cinema, and we decided to
delicately animate these images in stop motion, because these two belong to her world,
always a little magical.».
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THE FREE CINEMA
of Steve DELLA CASA
«Together is a poet’s film. Its method is secret, intuitive, visionary».
Gavin Lambert, Sight and Sound
The Free Cinema was officially founded on the 5th of February, 1956, with the National
Film Theatre screenings of various works directed by Lindsay Anderson, Tony Richardson,
Karel Reisz and Italy’s Lorenza Mazzetti.
Right from the first projection, (which was defined by the same authors as a “Manifesto”
of a new trend), the newness was evident, the originality and the value proposed by these
four young debutants. The cinema that they were advocating was a cinema not only
“free”, but also opposite and antagonist to the British media production, characterized up
to that point by comedies, historical films, and well packaged dramas, but – from their
point of view – repetitive, empty, impervious to what was actually going on in society.
This stance was not an isolated case, but developed into a veritable political movement, an
aesthetic and cultural renewal which was to touch by spontaneous germination all of the
most important film industries. In France, one talks about the “Nouvelle Vague” after the
great success in 1959 in Cannes of “Breathless” by Jean-Luc Godard (written by Francois
Truffaut and produced by Claude Chabrol, who like the director came out of militancy of
the Cahiers du Cinéma). In Germany at the beginning of the Sixties, the Oberhausen
manifesto marked the appearance on the scene of a group of very young film-makers,
destined for renown. (Fassbinder, Wenders, Herzog, Kluge).
In the United States the group of film-makers promoted by the Village Voice magazine,
gave rise to the New American Cinema, which would involve directors such as Cassavetes,
artists like Warhol and critics, such as Mekas. In Japan Nagisa Oshima in 1960 directed
“Night and Fog” in Japan, a militant film which in turn marked a break with the reality of
Japanese cinema up to that point, while in Brazil, the Cinema Novo of Glauber Rocha told
of the contradictions of a country in the grips of revolutionary tensions and a ferocious
military dictatorship. The Soviet Block too was undergoing major innovations which were
producing new writers, aware of the “thaw” being encouraged by the Soviet President
Kruscev, proposing new authors such as Tarkowski and Klimov (In the Soviet Union),
Polanski and Skkolimov (In Poland), Jancso (Hungary), Forman (Czechoslovakia).
And the Free Cinema, anticipated all of this “New Wave” which was to characterize the
Sixties in all the world, not only temporarily. While elsewhere they were theorizing still in
the magazines (the essays of Jonas Mekas in the Village Voice, the famous and hard-hitting
article by François Truffaut “Against Daddy’s Cinema”), in London a group of scholars and
film-lovers had already passed to the other side of the film-camera. And above all,
providing a kind of litmus-test for a much wider cultural movement. The film-makers of the
Free Cinema had frequent contact with the “angry young men”, who in those same years
crediti non contrattuali
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were proposing a new theater, and also with the musicians who are proposing a new
relationship with music. Almost all the New Cinema which characterized the British Sixties,
confronted itself in the ideas and teachings of the Authors of Free Cinema: from Richard
Lester (the director who was to bring the Beatles to the screen in complex films, very
different from many contemporary films destined for the Youth) to Joseph Losey (who
became British after having been distanced from Hollywood at the time of the “WitchHunts”), up to actresses and actors such as Vanessa Redgrave, Julie Christie, Albert Finney
and Richard Burton.
The Free Cinema had no precise rules but requires from those who approach it, the full
artistic and moral readiness to “tell it as it is”. This choice involves the choice of subject,
but also imposes a less rigid screenplay (the “iron” script, had always been a cornerstone
feature of British Cinema.) available to be discussed on the set by the actors.
And this required a less technical and theatrical interpretation from the actors, and more
adherence to the characters (above all the “popular” characters) they are called on to
represent. The irony (another widespread feature of British Cinema) had to less “goodnatured”, and instead assume corrosive aspects, to become an added weapon in ridiculing
the Bourgeois and Victorian way of life perpetuated through the generations thanks to the
Cinema.
Perhaps the most famous and most accomplished film of the Free Cinema is not by chance
“Morgan, Barking Mad” (England 1966) by Karel Reisz, a merciless satire from the
intellectual world, and a forerunner of the youth revolt recounted in an almost prophetic
way by the other cornerstone of the genre, “If” by Lindsay Anderson, was released not by
chance in 1968 when the aesthetic revolt, and public upheaval seemed to be merging
inseparably.
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LORENZA MAZZETTI
«Rarely have I so voraciously enjoyed myself as reading “The Sky is Falling”: the same joy

that I experienced when I read Gian Burrasca’s journal. It is such a new take on how to
recount the stories of fascism and the war!».
Federico Fellini
Filmography
I MISTERI DI ROMA (THE MYSTERIES OF ROME) (1963, Italy), collective direction
coordinated by Cesare Zavattini
L'EDUCAZIONE SESSUALE DEI FIGLI (THE SEXUAL EDUCATION OF CHILDREN)- ep. di LE
ITALIANE E L'AMORE (1961, Italy)
TOGETHER (1956, UK)
K (1953, UK)
Bibliography
Il cielo cade (The Sky Falls) (1961, Garzanti Editore - 1993, Sellerio Editore)
Con rabbia (With Anger) (1963, Garzanti Editore)
Uccidi il padre e la madre (To kill a Father and Mother) (1969, Garzanti Editore)
Il lato oscuro (The Dark Side), a collection of material in “Vie Nuove” in response to letters
from readers asking for psychoanalytic advice (1969, Tindalo Editore)
Il teatro dell'io: l'onirodramma. I bambini drammatizzano a scuola i loro sogni (Children
at school dramatize their dreams) (1975, Guaraldi Editore)
Diario londinese (London Diary) (2014, Sellerio Editore)
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The directors, STEVE DELLA CASA and FRANCESCO FRISARI
STEVE DELLA CASA (25/05/1953, Turin)
A Film Critic, one of the founders of the Turin Film Festival (1982), of which he was Artistic
Director from 1999 to 2002, then Artistic Director of the Roma Fiction Fest (2007 – 2013),
president of the European Coordination of Film Festivals (1998 – 2002), and of the Torino
Piemonte Film Commission. Since 1994 he has been the author and voice of the radio
program Hollywood Party of RaiRadio3. He has directed television transmissions and
documentaries of Film Culture.
Filmography
I TARANTINIANI (2013, Italy) - documentary
Direction by Steve Della Casa and Maurizio Tedeschi
Winner of the Nastri d’Argento 2014
FLAIANO - IL MEGLIO E’ PASSATO (2010, Italy) - documentary
Direction by Steve Della Casa and Giancarlo Rolandi
VENEZIA ’68 (2008, Italy)- documentary
Direction by Steve Della Casa and Antonello Sarno
UOMINI FORTI (2006, Italy) - documentary
Direction by Steve Della Casa
COLPI DI LUCE (2004, Italy)- documentary
Direction by Steve Della Casa, Matteo Spinola, Francesca Calvelli
FRANCESCO FRISARI (18/07/1981, Rome)
Degree in Philosophy, and Doctorate in Aesthetics. Radio and Television author. For Rai
Radio 3 he has collaborated with the programs Fahrenheit and Hollywood Party, and made
numerous radio documentaries. For Radio 3 he has worked for the program Pane
Quotidiano, and is presently working for Quante storie, and making documentaries.
Filmography
IL VIAGGIO DELLA SISES – MONDIALI IN BRASILE 1950 (THE JOURNEY OF SISES – WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS IN BRAZIL 1950) (2011, Italy)- documentary
Directed by Francesco Frisari
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Original Music, RATCHEV & CARRATELLO
Stefano Ratchev and Mattia, made their debut in 2008 with “Pranzo di ferragosto” by
Gianni Di Gregorio, the “Luigi De Laurentis” prize for the Best First Feature work in the 65th
Venice Film Festival. In recent years they wrote the soundtrack of “Thomas” (Kim Rossi
Stuart, 2016), “The Ice Forest” (Claudio Noce, 2014), “A Special Day” (Francesca Comencini,
2012, in competition at the 69th Venice Film Festival), “The Red and the Blue” (Giuseppe
Piccioni, 2012), “The First in the List” (Roan Johnson, 2011). They are the music writers for
the tv series “I delitti del BarLume” (Sky, 2013-2016) and of numerous short-films and
documentaries, among which “Fuoristrada” by Elisa Amoruso (2013) and “A New Family”
by Simone Manetti (2014).

Editing, ALICE ROFFINENGO
Alice Roffinengo, born in Turin, after graduating from Dams, she studied Editing at the
Scuole Civiche di Milan. Among her works: the Series “Fotografi” for Sky Arte, the
documentaries “A Nord Est” by Milo Adami and Luca Scivoletto, “Looking for Kadija” by
Francesco Ragnato, “Goodbye Darling I’m off to fight” by Simone Manetti and the film
“Questi Giorni! By Giuseppe Piccioni, in competition at the 73rd Venice Film Festival.

Screenplay, EMANUELA DEL MONACO
Emanuela Del Monaco was born in Rome where she lives and works. She took a degree in
Cinema History at the University of Rome and a diploma at the National School of Cinema.
She is a screenwriter and she has been working for fifteen years with the major Italian
production companies for national bradcastings (Rai and Mediaset). She has written scripts
for tv series and tv movies for a total of more than 120 hours of programming for prime
time. She has been twice among the finalist of the Franco Solinas Screnwriter’s Price (1997
and 2012).

Production, TANGRAM FILM
Tangram Film is a Film Production Company founded in 1981 by Roberto Levi, whose
objective is to develop, produce, and co-produce films and documentaries of international
scope and creativity. Tangram Film has acquired to this day the solid reputation and
prestige of an International Production Company, while maintaining intact those qualities
of craftsmanship, listening and elasticity, which have characterized and allowed for its
development.
Among the titles produced by Tangram Film in the course of its history, are included “Il
Ventre dell’Architetto (The Belly of the Architect)” by Peter Greenaway, “Il Gabbiano (The
Seagull)” by Marco Bellocchio, “Nelle tue mani (In Your Hands)” by Peter Del Monte,
“Fuoristrada (Off Road Vehicle)” by Elisa Amoruso, “Il Ghetto di Venezia 500 Anni di Vita
(The Venice Ghetto 500 years of Life)” by Emanuela Giordano.
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